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In the last 72 hours, the world was taken by surprise by the actions of the Volsinii Empire. When the
Federation of Central Usea collapsed a year ago, and nations began to reassert their own national interests
again, most looked to their current borders, and planned for, at worst, defensive engagements.
The revanchist Volsinii Empire, with its outward aggression and saber rattling about ancient ancestral
borders, has now launched a full-scale invasion of its northern neighbor, the Margreen Commonwealth.
Margreen itself only maintains a limited defensive posture, as it relied heavily on the FCU for its defense. The
lack of military spending and its small military are now showing the error of that posture.
Margreen’s own northern neighbor, the Lothian Confederation, has intervened, as of 17:00 hours Osean
Standard Time, has crossed into Margreen with several divisions. Cynically, this could be considered a case
of making sure that the fighting remains in Margreen itself, and not having it reach Lothian territory. These
forces have now linked up with Margreens own military forces, and are attempting to now defend against
Volsinii advances. Time will tell if the momentum pivots.
Fighting thus far has been mostly in the Margreen Heartland region, mostly rolling hills and plains leading
into a desert further south. This territory has been excellent tank country for Volsinii’s “Legion” formations,
heavily armed tank divisions with modern, state of the art equipment. The rest of Volsinii’s divisions, those
called the “Auxiliary” units, which have dated, Cold War era equipment. Both formations are well trained,
and the terrain has made their advances quick and decisive, overwhelming the static Margreenian defense
units, or simply going around them. However, civilian militia resistance in their backline has caused them to
have to pull units back to deal with the problem.
On the other hand, Margreen’s forces are dated, 1980’s era equipped and trained. Outside of some old
Emmerian tanks, most of their forces were developed as light infantry, and during the FCU period that
infantry made up their contribution to the coalition forces. This reliance on outside aid and limited
expansion of the military since the FCU’s collapse meant that the forces were brittle, and many are in open
retreat.
Lothian forces are in better shape. Equipped primarily with Yuktobanian equipment from the country’s days
as a Communist regime, they are trained in the Yuke fashion, but have married this with more recent
advancements in military technology and doctrine. However, their tanks are no match in a one on one fight
with a Volsinii Panzer, usually of Belkan make. However, they never engage in a one on one fight. A few
Lothian formations are now being trained by Emmerian advisors, and are equipped with new, modern battle
tanks of that country’s design. A radical departure from Lothian doctrine, this has not always been
successfully integrated into Lothian tactics. Still, they are putting up a good fight.
Osean forces are currently on standby to be deployed as part of a IUN taskforce to help maintain civilian
refugee corridors, and ensure humanitarian aid reaches those who need it. These forces will be at risk of
encountering both Volsinii and Lothian forces in combat, although the former is more likely. Lothian forces
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have agreed to abide by IUN laws and regulations, as have the Volsinii forces. This analyst suggests that
Osean forces before being deployed should review Yuktobanian tactics and equipment, as well as Belkan
War records, to make sure they are ready to properly fight either force if needed. Still, Osea is going in a
peacekeeping capacity; we are not there to win the war. Engagements will probably therefore be limited and
brief.
Below are some images of use for the Staff Office to review. These have been gleaned from ONN and ENN
reporters on the ground, as well as satellite imagery.

-Lothian Confederation forces in the city of Hibern, central Margreen. Use of Yuktobanian equipment is in
good showing here, with PKM machine guns and BTR-60s. ONN News.
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-Volsinii Legionaires, waiting for the order to advance. Use of Belkan equipment, as well as Osean supplied
helmets from the FCU period are in evidence. ENN News.
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-Margreen Defense Forces hiding in a treeline. These Emmerian “Chieftain” tanks give a good show, unless
flanked. EDN News.
This analyst forecasts a long and protracted war unless Volsinii forces can get to the capital before Lothian
reinforcements are able to help stem the tide. Osean involvement beyond a peacekeeping role cannot be
ruled out, but that is up to the civilian government to decide. Our job now is to best prepare the Osean
Defense Forces for the eventuality that they may be called up.
More reports will follow every 48 hours from this office. The situation is currently fluid, but is showing signs
of bogging down. Our analysts are working around the clock to get the information the Staff Office will
require.
Please do not hesitate to reach out if you need additional information.
Respectfully, Steven Fields, Director of Usean Operations, Osean Intelligence Service
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